SAFETY LINE
Bluff Manufacturing Safety Barrier Equipment
Improve plant and warehouse safety by reducing the costs associated with employee injury, machinery
down-time, insurance claims and building repairs due to accidental collisions.
TUFF GUARD SAFETY RAIL (Model TGR/TGP)

Protection rated for 10,000 lbs at 6 mph.
4”x4”x3/16” square tubing posts. Rail
lengths up to 12’. Standard post heights
18”, 30” and 42”. Lift-out rail options
available. Hardware included.

MACHINE GUARD (Model MG)

Fully welded unit creates
barriers between traffic areas
and valuable machinery. Quick,
easy installation. Fasteners not
included.

DOOR TRACK GUARD
Model DG

Protect overhead door tracks from damage.
Wrap-around track design allows for regular
door operation. 3/16” thick steel column with
½” thick steel baseplate. Can be bolted to
floor and wall. Fasteners not included.

BOLLARD (Model SRB)

Protects personnel and
machinery. Simply bolt into
position – no concrete work
required. Hardware included.

DG48-3

DG48-3

DG

A smaller, lighter option which allows
for a more snug fit around door tracks.
Can also be used for corner protection.
Fasteners not included.
MODULAR PROTECTIVE
BARRIER (Model MPB)

Lift-out rail design allows
access to areas quickly and
safely. Not rated for forklift
traffic, but allows easy creation
of pedestrian walkways.
Hardware not included.

PIPE GUARD (Model PG)

Helps to eliminate damage to pipes,
mechanical or electrical equipment in a
warehouse or parking garage. Wall mount
and floor mount styles allow for easy
installation to a wall or building column.
Fasteners not included.
RACK GUARD (Model RG)

Wrap-around feature protects from
end of rack and aisle traffic damage.
Hardware kits sold separately.
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POST PROTECTORS (Model PO)

Various heights, thickness and
opening sizes available to ensure
rack post protection. Fasteners
not included.

BOLT-ON POST PROTECTOR
(Model CP)

Maximizes aisle space by bolting
directly to rack post – no baseplate.
Perfect for protecting damaged
posts. Fits standard 3” rack posts,
but custom sizes can be requested.
Fasteners not included.
BOLT-ON BULLNOSE POST
PROTECTORS (Model CPBN)

Tapered design protects rack
posts from costly damage due
to warehouse vehicle traffic.
Bolts directly to column and floor.
Hardware not included.
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SAFETY CAGE (Model SG)

Lift personnel safely. Standard forklift safety cage model is 40”
wide x 48” long with 70” tall protective screen. All steel welded
construction offers 1,000 lb capacity load rating. Safety chains
and brackets provided to secure to a forklift. 42” tall handrails
are OSHA compliant and self-closing swing gate swings inward
for safety purposes.

GUIDE RAIL (Model GR)

Protects pallet rack, cantilever and other equipment with
structural steel and powder coated design. Can be used with
narrow-aisle fork trucks, lift and order pickers to direct products
and vehicles through a channel, conveyor, roadway or rail
system.

DOOR GUARD GOAL POST (Model DGGP)

Keep entire door frames from potential damage caused by
busy forklift traffic. Available in 4”, 6” or 8” SQ Tubing and
variable inside opening heights/widths to meet any door
requirements. Built and shipped in multiple pieces, fasteners
included.

